Extending Trace History Through Tapered Summaries in Post-silicon Validation

Abstract—On-chip trace buffers are increasingly being used for at-speed debug during post-silicon validation. However, the activity history captured by these buffers is small due to their limited size. We propose a novel scheme that extends the captured trace history (by up to 162%) by using a portion of the trace buffer to also store summaries of trace messages. We describe an Overlapped trace buffer architecture that uses a reduced number of ports to capture tapered summaries where both detailed and summary versions of traces are stored simultaneously. We demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed methodology for debugging various classes of bugs encountered during post-silicon validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing complexity of processors and SoCs, coupled with aggressive time-to-market deadlines have forced chip-manufacturers to adopt well-planned strategies for post-silicon validation [1], [2]. It is important that the on-chip Design for Debug (DfD) architecture provides necessary handles to the validation engineer so that he can root-cause the design errors quickly.

On-chip trace buffers have emerged as a promising solution to the challenge of limited observability in post-silicon validation, with many chip manufacturers adopting it into their DfD architecture. However, the limited size of these on-chip trace buffers poses a significant challenge to post-silicon debug because only a short history of the activity inside a chip is captured, and the captured traces are required to be transferred off-chip frequently. Two broad approaches have been proposed in the past to improve trace buffer utilization: (i) Compression – trace messages are compressed before storing them in the buffer [3], [4], and (ii) Event Triggers – trace messages are stored (or discarded) only on the occurrence of events of interest [5]. Both these approaches improve utilization by increasing the effective capacity of the trace buffer. Another strategy used to reduce the overhead of on-chip trace buffers is to configure a part of cache as trace buffer [6], [7] during post-silicon validation. This way, additional area is not invested on separate trace buffers. Event Triggers and compression schemes can be applied over these proposals too in order to reduce the data to be stored into these buffers.

We propose a new approach to improve the utilization of trace buffers. We store the summaries of trace messages before over-writing them with incoming trace messages, and transfer only these summaries off-chip. The validation engineer can use the recent on-chip detailed traces to reconstruct the erroneous state, and the off-chip summaries to infer the activity sequence that led to the erroneous state. Since the summaries are smaller than detailed traces, the activity window for which trace information is captured on-chip is extended. Our experiments indicate that storing summaries can extend the window by up to 162%.

We propose architectural features that allow the validation engineer to choose: (i) the amount of space for storing summaries, and (ii) the information to be captured in the summary. We achieve this by reusing the existing trace buffer through simple hardware extensions as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows the default trace buffer pictured as a circular buffer. In our proposed architecture pictured in Figure 1(b), the space is partitioned at run time into multiple circular buffers, to simultaneously capture both detailed and summary traces. We also demonstrate that our proposed methodology: (i) supports efficient debugging of different classes of errors encountered during post-silicon validation, and (ii) reduces the number of stalls required to transfer the captured traces off-chip by up to 63%.
II. RELATED WORK

Several works have been proposed to significantly improve the effective capacity of the trace buffer under the categories of Event Triggers [8], [9] and Compression [3]. However, these works are targeted at errors that can be deterministically repeatable. These techniques use coarse-grained signatures (or summaries) in the initial executions to gather sufficient information on the time intervals where manifestations of the bug are captured in the trace signals. The information on the time intervals thus gathered is then passed on to subsequent executions during which more detailed traces are collected. Our proposed technique targets non-repeatable bugs as well because we do not gather information on time intervals that are suspected to contain the footprints of the bug. We only use the most recent detailed traces captured in the initial execution to identify the fields that should be captured in the summaries during subsequent executions.

Several other works have used summaries to debug errors encountered during post-silicon validation, most remarkable of which is the use of aggregates captured by performance counters in a chip to debug the CoreM Duo processor [2]. Our technique does not use summaries in the form of aggregates because identifying information, which is essential to reconstruct the sequence of events that led to erroneous state, is not retained in such summaries. Therefore, these summaries would have to be used in conjunction with other techniques. Similarly, multi-level traces (or tapered summaries) have been demonstrated to be useful for transaction-based debugging of on-chip interconnects [10]. However, the information captured in the traces at coarser granularities are frozen at design time and cannot adapt to different requirements of different errors observed during post-silicon validation. This restricts the validation engineer to debug the observed error using only the information provided by these traces, which reduces the efficiency of debug.

Other works that use hardware support for checking temporal properties [11], [12], [13] for at-speed debug, can be extended to generate trace summaries. However, these proposals too suffer from limited flexibility because the information captured in the summaries are fixed at design time. Our work provides the validation engineer the much needed flexibility to specify, at runtime, the most relevant information to be captured in the summaries for the particular execution of the failing testcase.

III. TRACE SUMMARIES

Figure 2(a) and (b) shows the bits of a trace message stored by Event Triggers and Compression respectively, and Figure 2(c) illustrates an example of a summary that captures bits 1, 4 and 5 of the detailed trace. At present, such filtering of captured information is done during off-chip analysis by which time significant on-chip resources would have already been invested in storing and transferring them off-chip. This inefficiency arises because the on-chip DID hardware does not allow the validation engineer to specify the bits (at runtime) within a trace message that is of interest to him in a particular scenario.

The subset of bits that the validation engineer is interested in can change from one debug scenario to another for multiple reasons like the validation engineer has previously analyzed the observed error and has deemed certain bits of the trace message as irrelevant, or that he has gained some insights into the bug based on the outputs produced prior to the crash, and so forth. This work seeks to address this requirement in an area-efficient manner.

Moreover, our proposed technique is complementary to Event Triggers and compression and can be used in conjunction with them to further improve the utilization of trace buffer as shown in Figure 2(d).

IV. ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

We explore three architectures: (i) Split, (ii) Unified and (ii) Overlapped to store tapered summaries.
A. Split Architecture

Figure 3 shows the Split architecture where the detailed traces and its summaries are stored in separate trace buffers. The detailed trace messages are marked in blue, and the summaries are marked in green. The space in the Detailed Trace Buffer is regulated using two thresholds. When the number of trace messages in the Detailed Trace Buffer exceeds the higher threshold, the Summarizer makes space for incoming messages by generating summaries and storing them into the Summary Trace Buffer and stops doing so when the available space falls below the lower threshold. The sizes of the Detailed and Summary Trace Buffers are frozen at design time.

B. Unified Architecture

Figure 4 shows the Unified architecture for storing tapered summaries. This architecture allows the validation engineer to configure the sizes of the Detailed and Summary Trace Buffer as per the requirement of the debug scenario. This is achieved by merging the two Trace Buffers into a single physical buffer. In steady state, new trace data is written into the Detailed Trace Buffer, and the oldest detailed trace is simultaneously summarized and written into the Summary Trace Buffer, in the same clock cycle. The architecture retains the two thresholds of the Split architecture to maintain flow control between the Detailed and Summary Trace Buffer. This architecture requires a trace buffer with three ports: two write ports (one each to store incoming detailed traces and summaries generated by Summarizer), and one read port to read detailed trace messages into the Summarizer, to support online operation of the Summarizer. This leads to an increased area overhead of the Unified architecture.

C. Overlapped Architecture

Figure 5 shows the Overlapped architecture. This architecture retains the flexibility of the Unified architecture but reduces the area overhead by discarding the dedicated read port of the Unified architecture. The Overlapped architecture generates and stores the summaries simultaneously with the detailed trace messages being written to the Detailed Trace Buffer. This avoids the need for the Summarizer to separately read the detailed trace message again later. Both the Detailed and Summary Trace Buffers operate as regular circular buffers and the oldest message is over-written by the incoming ones. If over-writing is not desirable, the system is stalled and the contents of only the Summary Trace Buffer is transferred off-chip. We transfer the contents of the Detailed Trace Buffer off-chip only after
the crash.

D. Extensions to multi-core systems

In extending the Summary Trace Buffer architecture to multi-core systems, we have considered two broad approaches: (i) Centralized, and (ii) Distributed. Under the Centralized approach, a single Summary Trace Buffer is shared across all the cores to store the summaries generated from their respective detailed trace messages. This approach has a simpler design but has some disadvantages: (i) it is inflexible because the size of the buffers are frozen at design time, (ii) there is contention between summaries from multiple cores, and (iii) it is cumbersome to achieve flow-control due to communication delays between the Buffer Controllers. Under the Distributed approach, the Summary Trace Buffer is duplicated along with the Detailed Trace Buffer across multiple cores. This overcomes some of the disadvantages of the Centralized approach, and also creates additional opportunities, but at the expense of more synchronization logic. We do not discuss this extension further due to lack of space.

V. HARDWARE DESIGN

Figure 6 shows the hardware design of the Summarizer. The fields of the detailed trace messages are classified into Primary fields and Secondary fields. The Primary fields contain only identifying information of the detailed trace message which is essential to reconstruct the sequence of events during off-chip analysis. Therefore, it is made part of every summary that is generated by transferring them as-is to the output.

A subset of the Secondary fields is chosen using an Online Filter that selects any $k$ lines out of $n$ input lines. The straightforward technique to achieve this is to $k \ n : 1$ multiplexers (MUXes). This allows the validation engineer to select any bit of the input at any of the $k$ output positions. However, this design may have prohibitively high area overheads when the number of input lines is large; we propose an alternative design that minimizes this overhead by imposing some constraints: (i) the order of bits within a field remains unchanged, and (ii) the relative order of the field themselves could change. The validation engineer can program the order of fields in the output. Permutation of fields is important to enable compaction before further on-chip processing such as compression. Only the number of bits in the output, and the trace signals appearing at the inputs are fixed at design time.

Figure 7 shows the hardware design of the Online Filter. The output of each multiplexer (MUX) is a bit of the summary. The order of fields at the input of each MUX is the same across all MUXes, that is, any bit of input field 0 will appear only on input line 0 of all the MUXes. This gives a consistent way of specifying which field should be selected at a particular MUX. Since we allow for the relative order of the field themselves to change, a particular bit within a field can potentially occur at any of the output MUX. We use a DeMUX to select one output MUX at runtime to which a particular bit within the field should go. Figure 8 illustrates an example of the permutations between field 2 and 4 at the output. Such permutations allow the width of filtered trace to be smaller than the number of output bits of the Online Filter.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

Our experimental setup consists of a LEON3 SoC with 4-cores (SPARCv8), DDR controller and an AHB.
The off-the-shelf LEON3 SoC generates a dynamic instruction trace, and a trace of transactions on the AHB which is stored into the Debug Support Unit (DSU). We enhanced this DfD hardware by tracing critical signals from the pipeline (similar to [14]), and cache controllers. Table I shows the number of bits captured by each of these detailed traces. We retain the distributed approach followed by the original LEON3 SoC, and use a 4kB trace buffer per core and AHB to store the generated traces. The information captured in the detailed trace is fixed at design time and remains the same for all the bug scenarios we discuss below. The bits captured in the summaries change across scenarios, as shown in Table I. The C applications are compiled using the Bare-C cross-compiler which allows them to be executed off the bare-metal. We used CACTI 5.3 to estimate the area of the trace buffers. The proposed design was implemented in VHDL and synthesized using Cadence Encounter RTL compiler with a 90nm technology standard cell library.

**B. Bug Scenarios**

We modeled different realistic architectural bugs that could interfere with the functionality using a simple application with 4 threads: 2 writers and 2 readers. The writers increment a global counter and the readers continuously read it. The application was allowed to execute for 75000 cycles, and the bugs are introduced at random times. Such directed test applications are used extensively during post-silicon validation [2].

**Core-Cache interface (CCI):** This bug is inspired by our experience from an actual design scenario involving adding a Victim Cache to the processor. The implementation of the victim cache sent the data to the core as well as to the L1 cache as an optimization if the request to it resulted in a hit. An error occurred at the interface between the core and the memory hierarchy due to which the core proceeded with its execution using the stale value present in its internal register. Previous studies have also found that a large number of functional bugs occur at the interface of the core [15].

After the initial run, we analyzed the most detailed trace messages available on-chip. This revealed that the contents of a register retained the same value across multiple increment operations. For subsequent executions, we captured a summary that included: (i) address and data values of the AHB trace, and (ii) address and data values of the pipeline trace. Only the captured summaries (a total of 114 bits) were transferred off-chip. A mismatch in the data returned to the pipeline, and the data visible over the AHB helped us localize the bug to the core-cache interface. Further debugging proceeded with a similar approach until the bug was root-caused to an error in the victim cache logic.

Table II shows the number of stalls required to transfer the summaries off-chip, and the maximum duration of activity history captured in the trace buffer, for the three different configurations of the Overlapped architecture: (i) Detailed Trace Buffer (DTB) of 4kB, (ii) Summary Trace Buffer (STB) of 3kB and DTB of 1 kB, and (iii) DTB and STB of 2kB each. We observe that the number of stalls decrease by 63%, and the activity history is extended by 162% when a STB of 3kB is used. This reduction in stalls is because we only dump the contents of STB. This resulted in the total time spent on dumping the contents of trace buffer off-chip from 100.72s to 29.7s, when transferred over LEON3 SoC’s DSU serial link operating at 115200 bps.

**Window Invalid Mask (WIM):** The next bug scenario deals with the corruption of the Window Invalid Mask (WIM) of one of the SPARCv8 cores in our SoC. Such an error affects the Register Window operation, ultimately interfering with the correct return from deeply nested function calls, so the effect is manifested infrequently and after lengthy intervals. Such a bug could fall into the class of single bit-flips at flip flops [14], [16]. A corruption of the WIM during the system bootup, led to a crash after 32646 cycles.

A combination of a summary sequence that captured only the information on the Current Window Pointer (CWP), and the detailed instruction trace was extracted to debug the cause of the crash. We used event triggers to transfer the captured detailed traces off-chip only when CWP changed. The CWP was selected because

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer Location</th>
<th>Trace Type</th>
<th>Detailed #bits</th>
<th>Primary #bits</th>
<th>Secondary (#bits)</th>
<th>Summary #bits</th>
<th>Area of Online Filter (mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>Instruction Pipeline Cache</td>
<td>128 32 32 32</td>
<td>- 3 - -</td>
<td>CCI WIM NAE CSL</td>
<td>CCI WIM NAE CSL</td>
<td>0.0018 0.017 0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSU AHB</td>
<td>128 32 32 32</td>
<td>- 3 - -</td>
<td>- -</td>
<td>64 - 64 64</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I: Details of traces generated by the DfD hardware**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>#Stalls</th>
<th>History (cycles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTB</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWP</td>
<td>2 kB</td>
<td>1 kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIM</td>
<td>2 kB</td>
<td>1 kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAE</td>
<td>2 kB</td>
<td>1 kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSL</td>
<td>2 kB</td>
<td>1 kB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II: Number of stalls required for different trace buffer configurations**
the most recent update to the registers prior to the crash was by the service routine of a window underflow trap. Unlike CCI, this required us to capture the detailed traces and summaries simultaneously. The stall reduction is shown in Table II.

Non-atomic execution of ldstuba (NAE): Determining the root-cause of race conditions introduced into applications due to hardware defects using at-speed debugging is a challenge because of their non-repeatable nature [17], [11]. We introduced a bug deep in the logic of the atomic exchange instruction (ldstuba) of SPARCv8 so as to break the mutual exclusion between the two writer threads.

A summary consisting of: (i) address and data values in AHB trace, and (ii) data values returned to the pipeline, sufficed to localize the bug. Trace messages of the increment operation appearing across multiple cores simultaneously, coupled with the AHB transactions helped point to a faulty implementation of ldstuba.

Cache snooping logic (CSL): We introduced a bug into the cache coherence logic, which in turn, led to a race condition. The objective was to test the robustness of our methodology against different bugs that result in similar manifestations. The race condition was introduced here due to data duplication, instead of mutual exclusion violations. This is possible because the semaphore is maintained in an alternate address space of SPARCv8 that bypasses the caches. The shared data is maintained in a cachable address space for performance reasons. A summary that captures (i) address and data values in AHB trace, and (ii) line numbers of cache lines invalidated due to snoop hits, was used to determine the root-cause.

None of the previous works on multi-level tracing [17], [13], [12] would be able to detect all the bugs studied above, because each bug required the capture of a different set of signals, and a different combination of detailed traces and summaries.

C. Area overhead

We synthesized the Online Filter that generates upto 32 secondary bits for each type of trace. The last column of Table I shows the area overhead of each Online Filter for generating secondary bits of upto 32-bits. The total area consumed by all the Summarizers is 0.0408 mm². The Split architecture, with DTB and STB of 2kB each, occupies 0.216 mm² of which 0.139 mm² and 0.077 mm² are occupied by the DTB and STB respectively. The Overlapped architecture occupies 0.186 mm², which is less than that of Split architecture by 13.9% due to the reduced ports. The Unified architecture has the highest area overhead of 0.399 mm². The total area occupied by the trace buffers and the Summarizers is 0.785 mm², which is only 2.27% of the area occupied by a 64kB cache.

VII. Conclusion

We proposed a new debug methodology that uses a combination of detailed trace messages, and their summaries to maintain an extended trace history. This combination of traces is stored in the existing trace buffer using simple hardware extensions that occupy less than 2.27% of the area of 64kB cache, but extends the activity window for which trace history is available by 162%. The proposed methodology does not make any assumptions about the type of errors and supports at-speed debugging of different classes of bugs such as non-repeatable errors, and errors with long suspect windows that are encountered during post-silicon validation.
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